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especially designed for the glass industry, 
the RKW-Group has developed films that 
can securely hold fragile products. you  
are able to reliably protect your palletized 
goods from moisture, dirt and damage.  
High transport security is required for  
fragile goods; our shrink films offer this. 

parTnership For innovaTion 

As a long-term and reliable partner of high-quality shrink 
films, we have established our name around the globe 
as a packaging specialist. Excellent quality and the 
efficiency of the films in our product range have played 
a significant role in this.

We maintain a continuous dialogue with the leading 
machine manufacturers and raw material suppliers  
and are in constant dialogue with our customers. A 
cooperation that provides you with long-term benefits: 
In this way, we have been able to customize our inno-
vative film solutions to meet your specific and deman-
ding packaging needs. In doing so, we utilize the very 
latest technology while simultaneously protecting our 
natural resources. 

SHRinK filmS
GlaSS induStRy
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Specifically for the french water industry, 
we designed the coextruded separation  
layer film. What’s special: through its  
patented properties, the film does not  
stick to the products. distinctive holding 
force in all directions provides a strong  
hold – especially for instable goods such  
as bottles.

SHRinK filmS
SpecialtieS



Transparent and in colours ❚

Printing in up to 6 colours ❚

UV protection ❚

Anti-static versions ❚

Coextruded three-layer films and mono films ❚

Perforated and needle punching ❚

Perforated on the roll ❚

Use as hood and sleeve ❚

Automated machine film and ready-made individual hood ❚

Can be used for all standard pallet sizes ❚

All standard film thicknesses and formats ❚

No adhesion between film and packaged goods ❚

High elasticity and high restoring and holding force ❚

Very high tear- and puncture-resistance ❚

SHRinK filmS and StRetcHHoodS
eQuipment 



comparison oF properTies

Protection: ❚  Our films are extremely puncture resistant and provide great holding power.

Safety: ❚  They guarantee you perfect shipping and storage stability. 

develoPment Potential: ❚  We develop solutions in a close partnership with you and the  

engineering industry.

coSt reduction: ❚  RKW films run perfectly on all packaging facilities.

future focuS: ❚  We implement your visions and achieve the goals together.

reliability: ❚  You can depend on our deliveries – we stand behind that promise as a group  

with 21 Business Units worldwide

 STRETcHHood  SHRinK Film

Extremely stretchable, with small amount of material employed +++ –
Waterproof and dustproof packaging, provides high level
of protection against dirt and moisture +++ +++
Sustained elasticity in the horizontal and vertical direction
keeps packaged goods stable at all times ++ +
Pronounced retaining forces in all directions, particularly suitable for
unstable goods such as bottles, for example + +++

Trouble-free protection of heat-sensitive goods ++ +
No lamination between film and packaged goods +++ ++*
  *anti-lamination films

Good display impact thanks to smooth surface +++ +
Protection against theft ++ ++
Trouble-free disposal thanks to single-variety raw materials ++ ++
Low specific energy consumption and low risk of fire or
explosion in the packaging process +++ –

SHRinK filmS and StRetcHHoodS
youR benefitS at a Glance



Specifically designed for the beverage  
industry as well as for temperature- 
sensitive goods, packaging with Stretch-
hoods has proven successful. up to  
40 percent less film weight, extremely  
high elasticity and up to 30 percent less 
packaging costs per pallet as opposed  
to shrink films speaks for itself. RKW  
Stretchhoods are the product of the future  
for all automated packaging processes.

a sTrong Film For Tough 
demands

Three significant qualities define RKW Stretchhoods: 
They are safe, economical, and innovative. Excellent 
stability while using a low level of materials makes 
them a favorite for demanding packaging functions. 

Stretchhoods are a result of our continuing product 
development; in cooperation with manufacturers and 
customers, we are constantly pushing this develop-
ment forward. Excellent quality based on the latest 
technology defines RKW films and, in this way,  
ensures the best packaging results. Its environmentally 
friendly processing as well as reusability highlights the 
product’s sustainability.

StRetcHHoodS
beveRaGe induStRy 
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Stretchhoods are especially suited for  
the tile industry because of the high level 
of pallet stability they offer. With their 
extremely high tear- and puncture- 
resistance, they provide excellent support 
for the sharp edges as well as the high 
weight of tiles. they are stable, even  
for external storage: the films can be  
delivered to be weather-resistant for  
up to three years. 

StRetcHHoodS
tile induStRy



www.rkw-group.com
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Germany

RKW SE
Business Unit Echte
Am Windmühlenstein 15
37589 Kalefeld
Phone +49 (0) 5553-201-0
Fax +49 (0) 5553-201-61

RKW SE
Business Unit Nordhorn
Euregiostraße 1
48527 Nordhorn
Phone +49 (0) 5921-872-0
Fax +49 (0) 5921-872-278

RKW SE
Business Unit Wasserburg
Alkorstraße 6
83512 Wasserburg am Inn
Phone +49 (0) 8071-72-0
Fax +49 (0) 8071-72-200

RKW SE
Business Unit Werra
Industriestraße 2–6
36269 Philippsthal
Phone +49 (0) 6620-78-0
Fax +49 (0) 6620-78-49

France

RKW Remy S.A.S.
63, Avenue Henri Barbusse
59990 Saultain
Phone +33-327-147200
Fax +33-327-364441

RKW Saint Frères Emballage S.A.S.
Rue Marius Sire, B.P. 4
80420 Ville le Marclet
Phone +33-322-3949-00
Fax +33-322-3949-49

Finland

Rosenlew RKW Finland Oy
P.O. Box 22
28601 Pori
Phone +358-2-517-8899
Fax +358-2-517-8890

RKW-GRoup

The RKW-Group is one of the leading European manufacturers of 
polypropylene and polyethylene films and nonwovens.

 Over 54 years of experience in the manufacturing of polyolefin films 
 State-of-the-art technology 
 Processing of approx. 350,000 tons of polyethylene  

 and polypropylene per year 
 Over 2,800 employees 
 21 locations worldwide 
 5 Global Business Areas (GBAs) 
 Global sales network

 
RKW SE 

Headquarters 

Nachtweideweg 1–7 

67227 Frankenthal | Germany

info@rkwprotrans.com

www.rkw-group.com

Quality foR peRfect pRotection 

As a renowned international manufacturer of high-quality polyethylene 
packaging solutions, RKW ProTrans® offers an excellent product program 
for protecting goods during the course of handling storage and transport.

Industrial packaging should do it all: It should be stable, be able to treat 
packaged goods with care, and be able to withstand inclement weather 
conditions. For RKW ProTrans® these demanding requirements have 
always provided the motivation for supplying our worldwide customers  
with intelligent packaging solutions. 

Experience, expertise and customer proximity guarantee our success –  
for our customers and for us.


